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I.

Introduction

This is the third volume of Internal Control over Financial Reporting - Guidance for Smaller Public
Companies. The objective of the three-volume report is to provide guidance to smaller public
companies using the Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission

(COSO) Internal Control - Integrated Framework as it relates to the effectiveness of internal control

over financial reporting. The report describes ways to accomplish that objective in a cost-effective
manner:
• The First volume contains an Executive Summary, providing a high level summary for
companies'boards of directors and senior management.

• The second volume provides an overview of internal control over financial reporting in
smaller businesses, including descriptions of company characteristics and how they affect

internal control, challenges smaller businesses face, and how management can use the
Framework. Presented are twenty fundamental principles drawn from the Framework,
together with related attributes, approaches and examples of how smaller businesses can

apply the principles in a cost-effective manner.
• This third volume contains illustrative tools to assist management in evaluating internal

control. Managers may use the tools in determining whether the company has appropriately

applied the principles.
These tools are presented for purely illustrative purposes, and their presentation here in no way

suggests that all matters addressed in them need to be considered in evaluating an internal control

system, or that all such matters must be present in order to conclude that a system is effective.
Similarly, these tools are not a preferred method to conduct and document an evaluation, nor
do they necessarily represent a complete set of all criteria that a company would consider in its
evaluation of internal control over financial reporting.

Evaluation methodologies and documentation techniques vary between companies. Accordingly,
companies may adopt different evaluation tools and techniques, and for those companies that

do plan to use these tools, it is suggested that the tools be modified to reflect its particular facts,

conditions, risks and other circumstances.

Matrices
The tools in this volume, presented in the form of matrices, are reflective of the generic business
model presented in the Framework's Evaluation Tools volume. The generic model is relevant here
for two reasons. First, it provides a structure to anchor the illustrative matrices, which are aligned

with activities, transactions and information flows depicted in the model. Second, the model
can be used as a starting point for an evaluator to understand a company's activities and their

relationships to one another and to outside parties, and information generated and used to help
control those activities. When used in this way, the generic business model should be tailored to fit
the company's circumstances. It should be modified or augmented with information particular to
the company to better depict its activities, transactions and information flows. This understanding

can, in turn, facilitate identification and analysis of the associated risks, and can help to identify

points in the system where control should be effected. Exhibits 3 and 4 of the generic model are
particularly relevant and are reproduced below for ease of reference.
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Management may choose to use any or all of the illustrative matrices to help in understanding:
• Entity-wide risks and controls
• Relationships between financial accounts and relevant assertions
• Significant processes, supporting technologies, and the flow of information affecting these

accounts
• Process level risks and controls.

As with the generic business model, if the illustrative matrices are used they should be modified to
suit a company's individual circumstances. Personnel involved in evaluating internal control may

modify these matrices by adding columns or otherwise incorporating information, for example, on

the design and operating effectiveness of controls1 or on the nature and level of residual risk where

control design or operation is initially deemed deficient.

EXHIBIT 3 : GENERIC BUSINESS MODEL - ADMINISTRATION ACTIVITIES (SUMMARY)

1 .Those columns are not shown in the illustrations in this volume as they would add excessive length to the material.
NOTE: Numbers depict other portions of the business model not illustrated.

2
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Use of the matrices can provide the following benefits:
• Processes and related control procedures are described
• Relevant financial statement assertions are linked to risks to reliable financial reporting

• Objectives and control procedures are linked to risks
• Nature of controls is identified (manual or automated, preventive or detective)
• Identification of controls provides a focal point for determining which need to be tested
and how they are to be tested
• Descriptions provide relevant documentation.

The matrices can help management in identifying control deficiencies that might require corrective
action, and in concluding on the overall effectiveness of internal control over financial reporting.

EXHIBIT 4 : GENERIC BUSINESS MODEL - ADMINISTRATION ACTIVITIES (DETAILED)

* Not shown: internal supporting documents.
** Includes payments to employees and retirees, and to tax authorities.

NOTE: Numbers depict other portions of the business model not illustrated.
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While these illustrative matrices may be useful to the assessment process, they should not be

viewed as a comprehensive, integrated model depicting necessarily appropriate controls and
assessments. They relate to an example company, and are provided only for illustrative purposes
for potential use as a starting point for management in considering tools it might want to use.

For context, this example company (which in reality is based on a compilation of material from a

variety of smaller companies) is deemed to import, manufacture, and distribute hand tools under

its own name and other brand names. Its products range from light-weight tools aimed at the
home repair "do-it-yourself" market to industrial-grade tools. The company maintains its corporate

offices in Connecticut and operates business units in New Jersey and Rhode Island. It has annual
sales of $110 million, market capitalization of $60 million, and 550 employees.

The matrices are organized to support a top-down, risk-based evaluation approach, with
information from some of the matrices useful in completing others. The matrices are as follows,

with each matrix presented in the referenced chapter.
• Principles Evaluation (Chapter II). This matrix may be used to bring together information

developed using other matrices, providing a basisforarriving at an assessment on application

of the twenty principles supporting the presence and functioning of the five internal

Forms the
basis for
management
summarizing
findings

4
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control components. The matrix lists the twenty principles and related attributes described
in this report, and for each provides for linkage to the related entity-wide and/or process

level controls, assessment of control effectiveness, and associated support. Management
considers the combined effect of entity-wide and process level controls when evaluating
presence of the attributes and application of the principles. At the end of each component

section space is provided to document an assessment of application of the principles.
Space also is provided at the end of the matrix to document any deficiencies, and whether

they are deemed to rise to the level of significant deficiency or material weakness. This

illustrative tool is not filled-in, as information on other matrices for the example company
such as assessments of the adequacy of control design and operating effectiveness has not
been provided.

Entity-wide Controls (Chapter III). This matrix assists in assessing entity-wide controls,
specifically those inherent in the control environment, information and communication,
and monitoring components. The related principles and attributes are listed, along with

controls in place in the example company supporting the attributes. Space is provided to

document the company's controls, which information can be referenced in the "entity-wide"
column in the Principles Evaluation matrix.

RISK ASSESSMENT

ACCOUNT ESTIMATES,
ADJUSTING ENTRIES AND
CLOSING ENTRIES

PROCESS-LEVEL

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

Internal Control over Financial Reporting - Guidance for Smaller Public Companies • Volume III: Evaluation Tools
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Risk Assessment (Chapter IV). Three interrelated matrices illustrate how the example

company documents its assessment of risks to reliable financial reporting, linking financial
statement accounts with relevant risk factors, financial statement assertions, business
processes and IT application and support infrastructure:
• Risk Assessment Matrix 1 reflects risk factors and ratings for each financial statement

account, together with linkage to relevant financial statement assertions.
• Risk Assessment Matrix 2 maps the financial statement accounts to business processes

and sub-processes, with analysis of risk by sub-process. The illustrative matrix shows
selected accounts:

cash, accounts payable, retained earnings, product sales and

compensation expense.
• Risk Assessment Matrix 3 reflects the example company's information technology risk

assessment by mapping its critical business processes identified in Risk Assessment

Matrix 2 to information technology application and support infrastructure.

Account Estimates, Adjusting Entries, and Closing Entries (Chapter V). This matrix illustrates
how the example company reviews controls related to account estimates, adjusting entries,

and the closing process. Relevant financial reporting assertions are linked with related risks
and controls, along with identification of the nature of the controls and assessment of their
effectiveness. Information on Risk Assessment Matrix 2 is used in determining the scope of

information to be included on this matrix. In turn, description of controls documented on
this matrix would be carried forward to those sections of the Principles Evaluation Matrix

addressing account estimates, adjusting entries and closing entries.

Process Level Risk and Control (Chapters VI and VII). Illustrated are two process level risk and
control tools which assist the example company's management in reviewing controls in the

processes and sub-processes identified on Risk Assessment Matrices 2 and 3. The first is a
matrix linking the process level controls to related financial statement assertions and risks.

This matrix, which illustrates how this is done for the company's revenue related accounts,
also documents the nature of the controls. The second tool illustrates how the company's

payroll process and related controls are documented. The information on these tools may
be used in completing sections of the Principles Evaluation Matrix, particularly with respect
to the risk assessment and control activities sections.

Information Technology (Chapter VIII). This matrix can assist management in reviewing a

company's information technology controls. It is in two sections, with the first addressing

a less complex technology environment, and the second a more complex environment.
Each section illustrates how management may document a company's IT controls and

related risks, along with the nature of the controls and assessment of effectiveness. In the

example company, Risk Assessment Matrix 3 provides information useful to management in
completing this matrix, and, in turn, information on this matrix may be useful in completing
the risk assessment and control activities sections of the Principles Evaluation Matrix.

6
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The following information between these matrices can be depicted as follows.

DOCUMENTATION AND ASSESSMENT OF INTERNAL CONTROL OVER FINANCIAL REPORTING
Approach

Assess entity-level risks and controls

Tools

Entity-wide Controls Evaluation

Identify and assess risk factors by significant
account and relevant assertion

Risk Assessment (Matrix 1)

Link accounts to business processes and assessing risk

Risk Assessment (Matrix 2)

Identify supporting technologies by business
process, with risk assessment

Risk Assessment (Matrix 3)

Document key processes and related controls
based on risks to financial reporting assertions

Assess account estimates, adjusting
entries and unusual transaction risks
and controls

Account Estimates, Adjusting
Entries, and Closing Entries

Assess process-level controls for
each process and determine residual
risk for each assertion

Process Level Control
Matrix and Information Technology

Assess effectiveness of controls by internal control
principle and related attributes. Test control effectiveness,
considering whether deficiencies are significant
deficiencies or material weaknesses, and remediate as
appropriate

Principles Evaluation,
with input from above matrices

Conclude on overall effectiveness of internal
control over financial reporting

Internal Control over Financial Reporting - Guidance for Smaller Public Companies • Volume III: Evaluation Tools
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Assessing Effectiveness
Assessing the effectiveness of design and operating effectiveness of internal control requires

judgment. Management may decide, for example to consider effectiveness of controls not as an

absolute achievement or non-achievement, but as points along a continuum such as fully met,

partially met, and not met.The Principles Evaluation Matrix reflects this approach.
When a principle is not being applied, one or more control deficiencies exist, and a determination
should be made as to remediation plans, and whether the deficiencies rise to the level of significant

deficiency or material weakness. Such deficiencies should be communicated to top management

and the board. And based on whether the five internal control components are in place and
functioning effectively (depending on existence of a material weakness), an overall determination
is made regarding the effectiveness of internal control over financial reporting.

The following diagram illustrates the approach the example company management takes, utilizing
the matrices described, in conducting its evaluation.

8
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2.

1.

II.

Are processes in place to monitor adherence to principles of sound integrity

company?

2.7

2.6

2.5

2.4

2.3

2.2

2.1

Has the board of directors defined and communicated authorities retained at

Does the audit committee oversee the work of both internal and external

control over financial reporting and financial statement preparation?

Does the audit committee actively monitor the effectiveness of internal

reporting expertise?

Does the audit committee have one or more members who have financial

financial reporting?

override of internal control and consider risks affecting the reliability of

Does the board of directors actively evaluate and monitor risk of management

independent directors?

Does the board of directors have a critical mass of members who are

the board level and those delegated to management?

Does the audit committee interact with regulatory auditors, as necessary?

auditors?

Process
Level

Design
Effectiveness
(Fully met,
partially met,
not met)

Summary
Evidence
of Control

- The board of directors understands and exercises oversight responsibility related to financial reporting and related internal control.

manner and addressed and remedied at appropriate levels within the

Are deviations from sound integrity and ethical values identified in a timely

and ethical values?

Entity Wide

Summary of Controls

Operating
Effectiveness
(Fully met,
partially met,
not met)

Sound integrity and ethical values, particularly of top management, are developed and understood and set the standard of conduct for financial reporting.

Has top management developed a clearly articulated statement of ethical

-

values that is understood at all levels of the organization?

Board of Directors

1.3

1.2

1.1

Integrity and Ethical Values

Principles Evaluation

10
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5.

4.

3.

Does the audit committee have the exclusive authority to engage, replace,

to discuss relevant matters?

Process
Level

Does management's attitude support a disciplined, objective process in

effective reporting and other communications about internal control over

Does management maintain an organizational structure that facilitates

functional area and business unit in the organization?

Has management established appropriate lines of financial reporting for each

- The company's organizational structure supports effective internal control over financial reporting.

objectives, including those related to internal control over financial reporting?

Has management established and clearly articulated financial reporting

selecting accounting principles and developing accounting estimates?

financial reporting?

Design
Effectiveness
(Fully met,
partially met,
not met)

5.3

5.2

5.1

Does the company reg ularly evaluate and maintain needed competencies?

required competencies related to financial reporting?

Does the company employ or otherwise retain individuals who possess the

financial reporting?

Does the company identify competencies that support accurate and reliable

Financial Reporting Competencies -T h e company retains individuals competent in financial reporting and related oversight roles.

4.2

4.1

Entity Wide

Summary of Controls

___ _____________________

Summary
Evidence
of Control

__________ _

_____________

Management's philosophy and operating style support achieving effective internal control over financial reporting.

Does management's philosophy and operating style emphasize reliable

financial reporting?

Organizational Structure

3.3

3.2

3.1

-

Does the audit committee meet privately with internal and external auditors

and determine the compensation of the external audit firm?

Management's Philosophy and Operating Style

2.9

2.8

Control Environment Principles

II. Principles Evaluation Matrix: Control Environment Principles
Operating
Effectiveness
(Fully met,
partially met,
not met)

Internal Control over Financial Reporting - Guidance for Smaller Public Companies • Volume III: Evaluation Tools
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7.

6.

7.4

7.3

7.2

7.1

-

over financial reporting, including both initiating and maintaining the

Are the CEO and senior management responsible for sound internal control

responsibilities for key financial reporting roles?

limitations?

Process
Level

Design
Effectiveness
(Fully met,
partially met,
not met)

Summary
Evidence
of Control

Human resource policies and practices are designed and implemented to facilitate effective internal control over financial reporting.

achievement of financial reporting objectives?

practices, including those affecting top management, support the

Do employee performance evaluations and the company's compensation

training needed to perform their financial reporting roles?

Does management support employees by providing access to the tools and

the positions?

the principles of integrity and by the necessary competencies associated with

Are employee recruitment and retention for key financial positions guided by

commitment to integrity, ethical behavior, and competence?

Has management established human resource practices that demonstrate its

-

Does the assignment of authority and responsibility include appropriate

through adherence to internal control policies and procedures?

understand their responsibilities for achieving financial reporting objectives

Are senior and functional management responsible for ensuring all employees

program?

Entity Wide

Summary of Controls

Operating
Effectiveness
(Fully met,
partially met,
not met)

Management and employees are assigned appropriate levels of authority and responsibility to facilitate effective internal control over financial reporting.

Does the board of directors oversee management's process for defining

Human Resources

6.4

6.3

6.2

6.1

Authority and Responsibility

Control Environment Principles

II. Principles Evaluation Matrix: Control Environment Principles

12
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control over financial reporting.

the company will be addressing to improve the quality of internal

Summarize the reasoning for this judgment along with any areas that

reporting?

the achievement of the company's objectives related to financial

the seven control environment principles identified and support

In summary, are the processes set forth sufficient to accomplish

Control Environment Summary

Not Met

Partially Met

Fully Met

Design Effectiveness of Control Activities Component

II. Principles Evaluation Matrix: Control Environment Principles

Not Met

Partially Met

Fully Met

Operating Effectiveness of Control Activities Component

Internal Control over Financial Reporting - Guidance for Smaller Public Companies • Volume III: Evaluation Tools
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9.

8.

a range

of acceptable limits?

Process Level

Design
Effectiveness
(Fully met,
partially met,
not met)

Summary
Evidence
of Control

Operating
Effectiveness
Regarding
Principles

Does risk identification and assessment consider the competency of company

9.2

Has the organization put into place effective risk assessment mechanisms that

9.4

involve appropriate levels of management?

Are information technology infrastructure and processes supporting the financial
reporting objectives included in the financial reporting risk assessment?

9.3

personnel dedicated to supporting the financial reporting objectives?

Does the company's risk identification include consideration of the business
processes that impact financial statement accounts and disclosures?

risks to the achievement of financial reporting objectives as a basis for determining how the risks should be managed.

9.1

-T h e com pany identifies and analyzes

Does the financial statement presentation reflect the idea of materiality?

statements, with relevance depending on the circumstances?

supported by financial statement assertions that underlie a company's financial

For each significant account and disclosure, are financial reporting objectives

within

manner that presents the financial position, results of operations, and cash flows

Do the financial statements reflect the underlying transactions and events in a

Financial Reporting Risks

8.7

8.6

8.5

information presented classified and summarized in a reasonable manner, neither

too detailed nor too condensed?

Is

understanding, and interpretation?

Are financial statements informative of matters that may affect their use,

8.3

8.4

Are the accounting principles selected appropriate in the circumstances?

accounting principles?

Entity Level

Summary of Controls

Management specifies financial reporting objectives with sufficient clarity and criteria to enable the identification of risks to reliable financial reporting.

Do financial reporting objectives align with the requirements of generally accepted

-

8.2

8.1

Financial Reporting Objectives

II. Principles Evaluation Matrix: Risk Assessment Principles

14
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Does risk identification consider both internal and external factors and their impact

Do responsibility and accountability for fraud policies and procedures reside with

10.3

In summary, are the processes set forth sufficient to accomplish

control over financial reporting.

the company will be addressing to improve the q uality of internal

Summarize the reasoning for this judgment along with any areas that

reporting?

achievement of the company's objectives related to financial

the three risk assessment principles identified and support the

Process Level

Not Met

Partially Met

Fully Met

Design Effectiveness of Risk Assessment Component

the management of the business or function in which the risk resides?

Does the company's assessment consider risk factors that influence the likelihood of
someone committing a fraud and the impact of a fraud on financial reporting?

attitudes, and rationalizations, as well as opportunity to commit fraud?

Risk Assessment Summary

Entity Level

Summary of Controls

Summary
Evidence
of Control

Operating
Effectiveness
Regarding
Principles

Operating Effectiveness of Risk Assessment Component

of financial reporting objectives.

Design
Effectiveness
(Fully met,
partially met,
not met)

Not Met

Partially Met

Fully Met

is explicitly considered in assessing risks to the achievement

Does the company's assessment of fraud risks consider incentives and pressures,

R isk -T h e potential for material misstatement due to fraud

that may impact financial reporting objectives?

Has management established triggers for reassessment of risks as changes occur

likelihood of the risk occurring and the potential impact of the risk?

Are identified risks analyzed through a process that includes estimating the

on the achievement of financial reporting objectives?

10.2

10.1

10. Fraud

9.7

9.6

9.5

II. Principles Evaluation Matrix: Risk Assessment Principles

Internal Control over Financial Reporting - Guidance for Smaller Public Companies • Volume III: Evaluation Tools
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Operating
Effectiveness
Regarding
Principles

Taxes

Treasury
Unusual transactions

Equity

Financial statement close and reporting

Financing

risks?

12.1

achievement of financial reporting objectives.

security of assets, and segregation of duties)

authorizations, verifications, reconciliations, reviews of operating performance,

effectiveness, depending on the circumstances? (These include approvals,

Do control activities include a range of activities that vary in terms of cost and

in mitigating risks to the

- Control activities are selected and developed considering their cost and their potential effectiveness

Does the selection of control activities encompass relevant information technology

including accounting estimates, and adjusting and closing journal entries?

Do control activities consider risks related to all aspects of the recording process,

reporting objectives?

Are control activities designed to mitigate risks potentially impacting financial

- Actions are taken to address risks to the achievement of financial reporting objectives.

12. Selection and Development of Control Activities

11.3

11.2

11.1

11. Integration with Risk Assessment

this matrix key conclusions for each of the following questions. These process level controls also

Revenue and receivables

Capital assets
will form the primary reliance for management.

and receivables that, when completed, would form the basis for management to summarize in

Chapter VI contains a sample questionnaire related to one process noted above, being revenue

Purchase and payables

Payroll and employee benefits

Adjustments

Accounting estimates

conclusions for each of the following questions.

Chapter V contains a sample questionnaire related to account estimates and adjusting entries

Summary
Evidence
of Control

as noted in the risk assessment chapter, for evaluation may include:

through 14, management will need to review each question in

Process Level

Design
Effectiveness
(Fully met,
partially met,
not met)

that, when completed, would form the basis for management to summarize in this matrix key

11

Entity Level

Summary of Controls

relation to the specific processes identified in the risk assessment process. Common processes,

To fully consider principles

II. Principles Evaluation Matrix: Control Activities Principles

16
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Does management use an appropriate balance of preventive and detective controls,

13.7

13.6

e.g., functions, departments, and processes?

relevance?

Are policies and procedures reviewed periodically to determine their continued

appropriate actions taken?

Are conditions identified as a result of executing the procedures investigated and are

-

procedures developed with increasing specificity within each layer of the company

Do procedures reflect policies developed at the senior management level and are

business units?

Are procedures implemented thoughtfully, conscientiously, and consistently across

13.4

13.5

Are procedures performed in a timely manner?

management of the business or function in which the relevant risk resides?

Do responsibility and accountability for policies and procedures reside with the

employees?

Are control activities built into business processes and the day-to-day activities of its

13.3

13.2

13.1

Entity Level
Process Level

Summary of Controls
Design
Effectiveness
(Fully met,
partially met,
not met)

Policies related to reliable financial reporting are established and communicated throughout the company, with

corresponding procedures resulting in management directives to be carried out.

-

cost of control activities in relation to expected benefits of improved control?

When selecting amongst alternative control options, does management consider the

financial reporting objectives?

Are duties logically divided among people or processes to mitigate risks and meet

the achievement of financial reporting objectives?

and an appropriate balance of manual and automated controls, to mitigate risks to

13. Policies and Procedures

12.4

12.3

12.2

II. Principles Evaluation Matrix: Control Activities Principles

Summary
Evidence
of Control

Operating
Effectiveness
Regarding
Principles

Internal Control over Financial Reporting - Guidance for Smaller Public Companies • Volume III: Evaluation Tools
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14.4

14.3

14.2

14.1

-

Systems development and deployment?

Computer operations?

Data backup and recovery?

Third party vendor management?

•

•

•

•

integrity?

Process Level

Design
Effectiveness
(Fully met,
partially met,
not met)

Summary
Evidence
of Control

______ ___ ___ _______________________________________

_________________________ _____ _________________________________ ____________________________________

programs documented, secured, backed-up, and regularly reviewed for processing

Are end-user computing processes, including spreadsheets and other user-developed

Physical security?

Change and incident management?

•

•

Access controls?

•

reporting process, such as?

Do general computer controls include controls critical to the integrity of the financial

authorization, and validity?

information processing critical to the integrity of the financial reporting process,

Are application controls designed to provide completeness and accuracy of

procedures?

Entity Level

Summary of Controls

Information technology controls, where applicable, are designed and implemented to support the achievem ent of financial reporting objectives.

Are application controls built into computer programs and supporting manual

14. Information Technology

II. Principles Evaluation Matrix: Control Activities Principles
Operating
Effectiveness
Regarding
Principles

18
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In summary, are control procedures implemented over major

control over financial reporting.

the company will be addressing to improve the quality of internal

Summarize the reasoning for this judgment along with any areas that

processes identified above.

Consider summary conclusions in the context of each of the

related to effective financial reporting?

sufficient to support the achievement of the company's objectives

transaction cycles, accounting estimates, and the closing process

Design Effectiveness of Control Activities Component

II. Principles Evaluation Matrix: Control Activities Principles

Operating Effectiveness of Control Activities Component
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-

Is data

underlying financial statements captured (optimally, at the source)

Is information used,

-

16.4

16.3

16.2

16.1

completely, accurately, and timely and in compliance with laws and

Are data required to execute each control component captured

quality of system information reviewed periodically to assess its

objectives?

reliability and timeliness in meeting the company's internal control

Is the

accurate and accessible?

Do information systems produce information that is timely, current,

and control update, as needed?

Do reporting triggers prompt exception resolution, root-cause analysis,

regulations?

Process Level

______________ _________ _________________________________ ________________

__________ ___ _____________________________________________ ______ _________

____

a

Summary
Evidence
of Control

Information needed to facilitate the functioning of other control components is identified, captured, used, and distributed in

form and timeframe that enables personnel to carry out their internal control responsibilities.

16. Internal Control Information

accurate, and accessible?

Do information systems produce information that is timely, current,

information often serve as a basis for reliable financial reporting?

Does operating information used to develop accounting and financial

15.5

15.6

Is

information developed using internal and external sources?

recorded transactions?

accounting estimates, as well as to monitor the reasonableness of

among other purposes, for adjusting entries and

information identified and captured for all financial transactions and

events?

Is

completely, accurately, timely?

15.4

15.3

15.2

15.1

Entity level

Design
Effectiveness
(Fully met,
partially met,
not met)

Pertinent information is identified, captured, used at all levels of the company, and distributed in a form and

timeframe that supports the achievement of financial reporting objectives.

15. Financial Reporting Information

Information and Communication Principles

Summary of Controls

II. Principles Evaluation Matrix: Information and Communications Principles

Operating
Effectiveness
Regarding
Principles
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-

18.2

18.1

reporting?

communicated to management and the board?

where required by external auditors, and is this assessment

of internal control over financial reporting assessed,

information on the effectiveness of internal control over financial

analysts, and others, provide management and the board with important

consumers, end users, suppliers, external auditors, regulators, financial

Is achievement

Process Level

Matters affecting the achievem ent of financial reporting are communicated with outside parties.

Do open external communications channels allow input from customers,

-

regulatory authorities)?

external auditors, the internal auditors, and other relevant parties (such as

management, on a regular basis and as needed, including access to the

Does the board have access to information sources outside of

safe" mechanism in case normal channels are inoperative or ineffective?

Are separate lines of communication in place and do they serve as a "fail

their roles with respect to financial reporting objectives?

and the board of directors so that both have information needed to fulfill

Does an open communications channel exist between management

reporting must be taken seriously?

in roles affecting financial reporting, that internal control over financial

Does management communicate to all personnel, particularly those

18. External Communication

17.4

17.3

17.2

17.1

Entity level

Design
Effectiveness
(Fully met,
partially met,
not met)

Summary
Evidence
of Control

Communications enable and support understanding and execution of internal control objectives, processes, and individual responsibilities

at all levels of the organization.

17. Internal Communication

Information and Communication Principles

Summary of Controls

II. Principles Evaluation Matrix: Information and Communications Principles

Operating
Effectiveness
Regarding
Principles
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In summary, are the processes set forth sufficient to accomplish

financial reporting?

support the achievement of the company's objectives related to

the four information and communication principles identified and

In summary, are the processes set forth sufficient to accomplish

financial reporting?

support the achievement of the company's objectives related to

the four information and communication principles identified and

Design Effectiveness of Information and
Communications Component

II. Principles Evaluation Matrix: Information and Communications Principles

Operating Effectiveness of Information and
Communications Component
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-

Do evaluations provide an objective consideration of the overall internal

19.2

19.5

19.4

20.3

20.2

20.1

Process Level

Design
Effectiveness
(Fully met,
partially met,
not met)

Summary
Evidence
of Control

Operating
Effectiveness
Regarding
Principles

Internal control deficiencies are identified and communicated in a tim ely manner to those parties responsible for taking corrective action, and to management

are identified and taken?

considered for internal control implications, and timely corrective actions

Are deficiencies reported from both internal and external sources

regularly and as necessary?

communicated to top management and the board or audit committee,

Are deficiencies that affect internal control over financial reporting

level of management above the process owner?

take corrective actions? Are the findings also are reported to at least one

who owns the process and related controls, and who is in position to

Are findings of internal control deficiencies reported to the individual

and the board as appropriate.

-

ongoing monitoring?

of the controls in mitigating those risks, and the overall effectiveness of

depending on the significance of risks being controlled, the importance

Does management vary the scope and frequency of separate evaluations

control over financial reporting?

Does management receive feedback on the effectiveness of internal

reporting?

how they relate to the activities supporting the reliability of financial

Does the evaluator understand the components being evaluated and

control over financial reporting?

Is ongoing

19.1

19.3

Entity level

Summary of Controls

Ongoing and/or separate evaluations enable management to determine whether the other components of internal control over financial reporting

monitoring built into operations throughout the company?

continue to function over time.

Ongoing and Separate Evaluations

20. Reporting Deficiencies

19.

Monitoring Principles

II. Principles Evaluation Matrix:
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control over financial reporting.

the company will be addressing to improve the quality of internal

Summarize the reasoning for this judgment along with any areas that

the company's objectives related to financial reporting?

two monitoring principles identified and support the achievement of

In summary, are the processes set forth sufficient to accomplish the

Monitoring Summary

II. Principles Evaluation Matrix:

Partially Met
Not Met

Not Met

Fully Met

Operating Effectiveness of Monitoring Component

Partially Met

Fully Met

Design Effectiveness of Monitoring Component
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Potential Significant Deficiencies

Identify which deficiencies, if any, are (or might be) categorized as significant deficiencies or material weaknesses.

Deficiencies

Potential Material Weaknesses
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Entity-Wide Controls

1.2

1.1

reporting.

signed copies are retained by HR, with a report sent to the CEO in March of each year listing any

behavior?

observations of employees'behavior. The company does not undertake separate evaluations to

customers, investors, creditors, insurers, competitors, and auditors, etc., are ethical?

•

conduct?

Is there a

values?

process of periodically assessing compliance with the company's code of

o f Conduct, and (b) whether they are aware of anyone in the Company

the CEO tables the summary report.

management, as needed. At the first audit committee meeting in the 3rd quarter of each year

findings reported to the CEO. Any significant findings are addressed by the CEO and senior

that might have violated some part of the Code. The results are summarized with consolidated

contents of the Code

Each year, management requires employees to (a) acknowledge that they understand the

assess customers' perceptions of company ethics.

Confidence is primarily attained by sending the right message coupled with managers'

See also comments to questions 1.2 and 1.3.

and to the board.

practices for such codes. Minor revisions were made and communicated across the company

Last year the company also compared its Code to several publications setting out good

How does the company attain confidence that dealings with employees, suppliers,

Are the standards and guidance effectively implemented within the organization?

employees that have not yet signed acknowledging receipt.

the Code

o f Conduct is posted on the external and internal website. All employees receive
o f Conduct upon employment. New employees certify this receipt by signature. The

The Code

Does a code

o f conduct exist and does it include guidance on acceptable busi

All Sales Executives must sign a "no side letter agreement" quarterly.

position that staff may not act inappropriately in order to "get the sale."

Quarterly meetings with company top management are held, where the CEO reinforces the

The Employee Handbook contains employee responsibilities.

ness practice, conflicts of interest, and expected standards of ethical and moral

executives and managers throughout the organization?

Are processes in place to monitor adherence to principles of sound integrity and ethical

•

•

established "tone at the top" that reinforces acceptable moral guidance

about what is right and wrong? How is this tone communicated and practiced by

Is there an

understood at all levels of the organization?

Has top management developed a clearly articulated statement of ethical values that is

•

S um m ary o f E ntity-W ide C ontrol and M anagem ent's D ocum entation

Sound integrity and ethical values, particularly of top management, are developed and understood

o f conduct for financial

Integrity and Ethical Values

and set the standard

2. Numbering in this matrix corresponds to the number in the Principles Evaluation Matrix.

1.

P rinciple and A ttrib u te

Control Environment 2

III.
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2.

•

•

•

reviews all reports, investigates those that are potential violations of the Code and tracks
matters through to resolution. Significant issues are immediately escalated to the CEO, with less

policies and procedures or violations of the code of conduct, and if so what are

these actions?

2.3

2.2

is the audit committee constituted solely

of independent members of the board?

•

in the board package and referenced in the board minutes, there is only limited discussion of

_________________

quality of the organization's controls and accounting policies. While these reports are included

systems processing and related controls?

these matters.

On a quarterly basis, the CEO, CFO and internal auditor report to the audit committee on the

Does the board (and audit committee) represent an informed and vigilant overseer

comprise the audit committee.

processes in place to assess independence of directors. The three independent directors

The board requires that all audit committee members be independent. There are board

questionnaire is reviewed by CFO and outside counsel.

of the financial reporting process and internal controls, including the information

of internal control and consider risks affecting the reliability of financial reporting?

Does the board of directors actively evaluate and monitor risk of management override

•

Nominating Committee of the board reviews and evaluates relevant matters.

The independence of board members is also considered as part of proxy process. The proxy

Annually, each board member is asked to disclose any potential independence issues. The

Does the company have a process to periodically evaluate the independence of

outside board, including their affiliations, relationships, and transactions with the

•

company?

Three members are independent as defined in the Company's bylaws.

Does the board have at least two independent directors?

•

management?

Does the board of directors have a critical mass of members who are independent of

reporting and related internal control. On an annual basis, the board reviews these roles and

responsibilities, and communicates them to management.

The board has formally defined and documented roles and responsibilities for financial

Has the board of directors defined and communicated authorities retained at the board

level and those delegated to management?

reporting and related internal control.

2.1

nor board has observed attempts to override or bypass controls.

Management has supported the Code of Conduct. Neither senior managers, internal auditor,

- The board of directors understands and exercises oversight responsibility related to financial

Does management avoid intervening or overriding established controls?

past incidents that potentially could be viewed as violations of the Code of Conduct. Care is

communicated to and understood by all associates?

taken not to identify individuals and preserve employee privacy.

During employee training orientation and in at least annually, all employees are informed of

What processes are in place to ensure that remedial action policies and steps are

serious matters reported monthly to the CEO. These reports are provided to the board quarterly.

A Whistleblower Program is in place for employees to report violations. The internal auditor

Are appropriate remedial actions taken in response to departures from approved

addressed and remedied at appropriate levels within the company?

Are deviations from sound integrity and ethical values identified in a timely manner and

Board of Directors

1.3

III. Entity-Wide Controls: Control Environment
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2.7

2.6

2.5

2.4

Does a process exist for informing the audit committee of significant issues?

The audit committee reviews the external auditor's annual audit plan. Audit procedures are

Does the audit committee review the scope of activities of the external auditors?

committee minutes, no such correspondence was received in the past year.

the audit committee, and board as needed. Although this would be referenced in the audit

All correspondence to/from regulatory auditors received by management is tabled with

presented by quarter.This is referenced in the audit committee minutes.

meetings and detailed topics covered are included in the audit committee minutes.

significant comments, and recommendations?

Does the audit committee interact with regulatory auditors, as necessary?

•

A private session between the audit committee and the external auditors takes place at least

annually, and more frequently as needed.The discussion is comprehensive, open and frank.The

Does the audit committee meet privately with the external auditors to discuss

the reasonableness of the financial reporting process, system of internal control,

necessary, and meets at least annually with the external auditor in executive session.

The audit committee invites other personnel beyond finance personnel to meet with them, as

reporting the "key risks".

by the board to understand management's process for identifying, classifying, assessing, and

quarter meetings. Although time is spent reviewing this "key risk" report, little time is spent

of the third

is developed by management and discussed with the audit committee during one

reporting risks affecting the organization?

A "key risk" report, dealing with significant risks to financial statements and related disclosures,

CFO with Chair of audit committee.

any specific matters not already brought forward. Accounting issues, if any, are discussed by the

attention. In addition, the board includes on its agenda a session to inquire of management of

expects management to include in the material provided any significant issues requiring board

The board has developed a calendar of matters to be tabled for each meeting. The board

Whistleblower Program.

to understanding how management identifies, monitors, and controls financial

external auditors?

•

Is

Does the board of directors and/or audit committee give adequate consideration

information communicated on a timely basis?

Does the audit committee oversee the work of both internal and

•

•

financial reporting and financial statement preparation?

The audit committee meets privately with the internal auditor, and reviews reports from the

previously served as a corporate CFO. This is noted in the annual proxy filing.

Does the audit committee actively monitor the effectiveness of internal control over

The Chair of the audit committee is a CPA knowledgeable in financial reporting, having

Does the audit committee have one or more members who have financial reporting

expertise?

P rinciple and A ttrib u te

Control Environment
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3.

Does the audit committee have the exclusive authority to engaged, replace, and

3.3

3.2

3.1

hours longer.

developed both within the finance group and operations.This meeting generally lasts 2 hours.

_________

including those related to internal control over financial reporting?

objectives.

Management has documented the company's financial reporting objectives in the form

of relevant assertions to financial statement accounts, and the board has approved these

Has management established and clearly articulated financial reporting objectives,

financial reporting are discussed with the audit committee.

group reviews suggested alternatives. Policies (new or amended) that can materially affect

When new policies are being developed, or existing policies are reviewed and revised, this

Does management's attitude support a disciplined, objective process in selecting

__________

accounting principles and developing accounting estimates?

______

Senior personnel in the accounting group meet monthly to review accounting estimates

duties.

Personnel hired for the accounting group all have some form of accounting designation or

-2

diploma. Staff are all encouraged to maintain a "healthy skepticism" in performing assigned

1

Does management's philosophy and operating style emphasize reliable financial

Management's philosophy and operating style support achieving effective internal

financial statements and the auditor's report generally last

Audit committee meetings are set for a minimum of 3 hours. Annual meetings to review

This is referenced in board and audit committee minutes.

frequently. Executive sessions are scheduled on an annual basis, but usually occur more often.

The board of directors meets on a quarterly basis, and the audit committee meets more

section 2.5 above.

and assessment. Specific fraud risks are included in management's "key risk" report referred to in

On an annual basis, management presents its approach and results to fraud risk identification

reporting?

control over financial reporting.

-

internal auditors to solicit feedback on their audits and the effectiveness of control activities.

relevant matters?

This is referenced in the audit committee minutes.

On at least an annual basis, and normally more frequently, the audit committee meets with the

Does the audit committee meet privately with internal and external auditors to discuss

which is referenced in the board minutes.

annual basis, the board assesses the adequacy of the audit committee's resources and authority,

and experience, and the Committee has authority to engage specialists as needed. On an

An audit committee charter is in place.The Committee members have adequate knowledge

responsiveness of the engagement team annually.

Does the audit committee have adequate resources and authority to discharge

•

its responsibilities?

The audit committee has this authority, and considers the quality of the audit and

Does the audit committee have a charter outlining its duties and responsibilities?

•

determine the compensation of the external audit firm?

Management's Philosophy and Operating Style

2.9

2.8

P rinciple and A ttrib u te

Control Environment
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5.

4.

5.3

5.2

5.1

S um m ary o f E ntity-W ide C ontrol and M anagem ent's D ocum entation

When an organizational change is made, changes are made in the financial system. Such

changes are confirmed in the monthly accounting meeting.

How are modifications to the organizational structure made on a timely basis in

light of changed conditions?

reporting roles and responsibilities.

•

A process is in place to document internal controls, and exceptions from testing of controls are

communicated to management accordingly.

the entity and nature and complexity of activities and systems?

Are mechanisms in place for reporting identified internal control deficiencies? How

are gaps reported to management?

reporting?

Does the company regularly evaluate and maintain needed competencies?

of a mid-size public company. The controller is a CMA, with five years experience at a small

received over the year, and summarizes findings to the CFO.

On an annual basis, the controller assesses the competencies of accounting staff and training

companies.

diplomas respectively from a polytechnic institution, with several years experience in other

public company.The accounting manager and systems manager have accounting and IT

The CFO is a CPA who gained seven years experience at a "Big 4" firm and five more as controller

Does the company employ or otherwise retain individuals who possess the required

competencies related to financial reporting?

also 7.3)

positions. Competencies are kept current through ongoing professional institute training. (see

Management identified and documented necessary financial reporting competencies, and
the board has reviewed. These call for accounting designations and experience in specified

Does the company identify competencies that support accurate and reliable financial

- The company retains individuals com petent in financial reporting and related oversight roles.

have appropriate experience. In addition there is an IT manager that supports the financial

accounting systems.

cessing and accounting functions, with the requisite skill levels relative to the size of

The core accounting group consists of a CFO, controller, and Accounting Manager, and all

Are there an appropriate number of people, particularly with respect to data pro

reporting and other communications about internal control over financial reporting?

•

Management has developed and communicated an organizational structure that delineates

Does management maintain an organizational structure that facilitates effective

accounting personnel.

payables, receivables, etc). Each of the other locations has staff that report directly to senior

within the corporate office accounting group relative to various financial cycles (e.g. payroll,

•

The company has an organizational diagram that depicts reporting lines. Roles are assigned

How are organizational responsibilities assigned relative to financial reporting?

•

and business unit in the organization?

Has management established internal reporting responsibilities for each functional area

- The company's organizational structure supports effective internal control over financial reporting.

Financial Reporting Competencies

4.2

4.1

Organizational Structure

Principle and A ttrib u te

Control Environment
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7.

6.

for delineating roles and responsibilities for financial reporting. This is referenced in the board

internal control over financial reporting. Job descriptions are reviewed annually by the board.

adherence to internal control policies and procedures?

7.1

•

•

HR practices. New hires are educated on the company's commitment, and must sign off on the

HR has formal hiring, training, promoting, and compensation policies.

these responsibilities considered adequate?

Are policies and procedures for hiring, training, promoting, and compensating

employees in place?

Detailed roles and responsibilities are defined and communicated annually as part of the overall

performance evaluation process.

Are key managers' responsibilities clearly defined, and is their understanding of

Integrity and ethics are a factor in compensation and promotion decisions.

Code of Conduct.

The company's commitment to integrity and sound business practices is evident throughout its

Has management established human resource practices that demonstrate its

Human resource practices are designed and implemented to facilitate effective internal control over financial reporting.

transaction requiring board approval. This is re-communicated each year to staff.

Company level policies set limits on who has what approval authority, including the level of

in the board minutes.

accounting officers. Organization charts are reviewed annually by the board. This is referenced

commitment to integrity, ethical behavior, and competence?

-

Does the assignment of authority and responsibility include appropriate limitations?

objectives.

understand their responsibilities for achieving financial reporting objectives through

The organizational chart and job descriptions describe the responsibilities of finance and

Formal job descriptions for senior and functional management include responsibility for

ensuring that all employees understand the importance of complying with internal control

Are senior and functional management responsible for ensuring all employees

This is referenced in the board minutes.

The formal job description for the CEO and senior management include responsibility for sound

Are the CEO and senior management responsible for sound internal control over

financial reporting, including both initiating and maintaining the program?

minutes.

Annually the board reviews authorities delegated to management and management's process

Management and employees are assigned appropriate levels of authority and responsibility to facilitate effective internal control over financial reporting.

Does the board of directors oversee management's process for defining responsibilities

-

S um m ary o f E ntity-W ide C ontrol and M anagem ent's D ocum entation

for key financial reporting roles?

Human Resources

6.4

6.3

6.2

6.1

Authority and Responsibility

P rinciple and A ttrib u te

Control Environment
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7.4

7.3

7.2

Background checks are conducted for all employees.

prior actions or activities considered to be unacceptable by the entity?

decisions.

the other which may be more general in nature. Thus, employees with direct financial reporting

personnel, adequately trained in their internal control roles and responsibilities?

including those affecting top management, support the achievement of financial

reporting objectives?

Employees with responsibilities for financial reporting are evaluated on these responsibilities for

compensation and promotion purposes. This is retained in HR files.

Do employee performance evaluations and the company's compensation practices,

responsibilities receive at least 20 hours of financial reporting training each year.

All employees are required to take one week of training, half of which is specific to their role,

Are all employees affecting financial reporting, including information technology

needed to perform their financial reporting roles?

•

The board's Compensation committee review all compensation, promotion, and termination

Are employee candidate background checks performed, particularly with regard to

appropriate oversight of compensation, retention, and termination of key

executives by the board?

Is there

See comments re: Principle 5. The board of directors conducts extensive reviews of all potential

executives.

Do executives have the required knowledge, experience, and training to perform

their duties?

Does management support employees by providing access to the tools and training

•

•

•

principles of integrity and by the necessary competencies associated with the positions?

Are employee recruitment and retention for key financial positions guided by the

III. Entity-Wide Controls: Control Environment
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-

sound internal controls.

of directors so that both have information needed to fulfill their roles with respect to

Does the board have access to information sources outside of management, on a regula

18.2

18.1

of internal control over financial reporting assessed, where required by

external auditors, and is this assessment communicated to management and the board?

Is achievement

control over financial reporting?

management and the board with important information on the effectiveness of internal

end users, suppliers, external auditors, regulators, financial analysts, and others, provide

present their findings to management.

On an annual basis, the external auditors assess internal controls over financial reporting, and

the monthly group meeting, or more urgently as needed.

comments noted in those interactions that indicate an internal control concern are shared at

The controller regularly interacts with external parties including customers and suppliers. Any

The company maintains an 800-number through which stakeholders can provide comments.

Matters affecting the achievem ent of financial reporting are com m unicated with outside parties.

Do open external communications channels allow input from customers, consumers,

-

other relevant parties (such as reg ulatory authorities)?

addition, the audit committee meets with other relevant parties on an as-needed basis.

On an annual basis, the audit committee meets with both internal and external auditors. In

mechanism in case normal channels are inoperative or ineffective?

basis and as needed, including access to the external auditors, the internal auditors, and

Employees are encouraged to report significant information on internal controls via several

channels (e.g., directly to management, to HR, Whistleblower Hotline, etc.)

Are separate lines of communication in place and do they serve as a "fail-safe"

financial reporting objectives?

Management meets with the board at least quarterly, and is encouraged to add items to the
agenda, as needed.The CEO is available to the board Chair as needed.

Does an open communications channel exist between management and the board

needed modifications arising over time.

company intranet. Annual review of content by senior management is undertaken to identify

Management posts detailed information expectations related to internal control on the

When communicating about financial reporting, management stresses the importance of

Does management communicate to all personnel, particularly those in roles affecting

financial reporting, that internal control over financial reporting must be taken seriously?

18. External Communication

17.4

17.3

17.2

17.1

r

Communications enable and support understanding and execution of internal control objectives,

and individual responsibilities at all levels of the organization.

17. Internal Communication

P rinciple and A ttrib u te

Information and Communication
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-

19.1

Is ongoing

S um m ary o f E ntity-W ide C ontrol and M anagem ent's D ocum entation

monitoring built into operations throughout the company?

-

reviewed by CEO, CFO and Board.

accounting personnel.

Frequent division visits by CFO and controller to review accounting with local

controllership signs and submits to the CFO.

Preparation and review of monthly closing checklist at each location that local

preceding year.

Review of disaggregated income statements data versus comparable period in the

a

quarterly basis, departmental managers meet to discuss the

of differences and inconsistencies that may have financial reporting implications.

management. The integrated nature of the review effectively allows for the timely identification

variances. The completion of the budget-to-actual review requires the approval of all senior

personnel are required to review and assess the budget-to-actual report and comment on

interaction with personnel from those departments/divisions. In addition, key operating

results. The controller's monthly review of the operating reports from all departments and

The controller prepares a budget-to-actual report each month and investigates any unexpected

experience and current economic and industry conditions and expectations.

continued appropriateness of the budget and make adjustments necessary to reflect actual

development of the budget. On

key personnel from each department, operating and financial, are actively involved in the

is responsible for preparing the budget under the supervision of the CFO and CEO and

financial reporting. Budgets are prepared annually and approved by the Board. The controller

In addition, the review of budget-to-actual is an important tool in evaluating the results of

•

•

•

Preparation of reporting package by location that analyzes trends in income and

•

working capital

CFO reviews monthly all judgmental reserve movements for each division.

•

commitment of company funds.

CEO and CFO are required to formally authorize all major disbursements or

data by division.

CEO and CFO review monthly disaggregated gross margin and operating margin

•

•

CEO and CFO are involved on a daily basis with process owners.

•

A sample of ongoing monitoring includes the following:

Ongoing and/or separate evaluations enable management to determine whether the other components of internal

control over financial reporting continue to function over time.

19. Ongoing and Separate Evaluations

Monitoring

III. Entity-Wide Controls: Monitoring
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Each year the internal auditor develops its plan, which is reviewed by management and the

audit committee. Elements of the plan reflect perceived changes to risks to financial reporting.

Does management vary the scope and frequency of separate evaluations depending on

the significance of risks being controlled, the importance of the controls in mitigating

Internal control deficiencies are identified and communicated in a tim ely manner to those parties responsible for taking corrective action,

20.3

20.2

20.1

contact the process owner and discuss findings and suggestions for remediation.

process and related controls, and who is in position to take corrective actions? Are the

quarterly on the status of internal control, including control newly identified weaknesses,

management and the board or audit committee, regularly and as necessary?

Findings originating internally, or external sources such as customers, suppliers, or external
auditors, are all considered.

Are deficiencies reported from both internal and external sources considered for internal

control implications, and timely corrective actions identified and taken?

control weakness remediation in process, and remediation efforts completed.

All significant findings are reported to the CFO monthly. The CFO updates the audit committee

Are deficiencies in internal control over financial reporting communicated to top

findings also reported to at least one level of management above the process owner?

When a specific weakness in control is detected as part of the above, the CFO or controller will

Are findings of internal control deficiencies reported to the individual who owns the

and to management and the board as appropriate.

-

those risks, and the overall effectiveness of ongoing monitoring?

a variety

of internal audit activities.

This is provided indirectly through the above approaches noted in section 19.1 and directly via

The company does not perform separate evaluations of the internal control system.

financial reporting?

Does management receive feedback on the effectiveness of internal control over

the activities supporting the reliability of financial reporting?

Does the evaluator understand the components being evaluated and how they relate to

reporting. Instead, it relies on the above processes and limited internal audit activities which

focus on certain internal controls.

The company does not explicitly separately assess the system of internal control over financial

Do evaluations provide an objective consideration of the overall internal control over

financial reporting?

20. Reporting Deficiencies

19.5

19.4

19.3

19.2

Monitoring

III. Entity-Wide Controls:
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Risk Assessment

30%

4%
35%
15%
10%

100%

Prepaid Expenses

Inventory

Property & Equipment

Intangible Assets

Total Assets

15%
15%
10%

65%

Accrued Expenses

Warranty

Long-Term Debt

Total Liabilities

C-Completeness

E-Existence

3. Significant Assertions:

100%

Retained Earnings

Total Liabilities and Equity

5%

30%

Common Stock

S hareholders' E quity

25%

Accounts Payable

Liabilities

6%

Accounts Receivable

As % of
Total

Cash & Cash Equivalents

Assets

BALANCE SHEET

Financial Statement
Account/ Disclosure

L

M

L

M

M

H

M

L

M

M

H

H

Account
Charac 
teristics

V&A-Valuation or Allocation

H

M

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

L

H

M

Impact
on F/S

R&O • Rights and Obligations

L
L

L

L

M

H

M

M

L

M

L

H

H

Fraud
Risk

M

L

M

M

L

M

L

M

L

H

M

Business
Process
Charac 
teristics

M

L

M

M

H

M

M

L

M

L

H

H

Overall
Rating

P&D • Presentation and Disclosure

L

L

L

L

L

L

M

L

L

L

L

M

Entity
wide
Factors

Risk Assessment Matrix 1. Risk Identification and Analysis by Account and Disclosure

IV.

E

C

V/A

R&O

Significant Assertions3
P&D
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Benefits

40%

Total Operating Expenses

E • Existence

C • Completeness

100%

Total, as percent of Revenue

3. Significant Assertions:

10%

5%

Income Taxes Expense

Net income

5%

Interest Income/(Expense)

O th e r In c o m e / Expense

2%

& Amortization

7%

Depreciation

Expenses
3%

& Selling

& Related

G&A Expense

Marketing

Compensation
28%

40%

Cost of Goods

O p e ra tin g Expenses

100%

15%

Repair Services

Total Revenue

85%

Total

As % of

Product Sales

Revenues

INCOME STATEMENT

Financial Statement
Account/ Disclosure

M

L

M

M

M

H

H

H

H

Account
Charac
teristics

V&A •Valuation or Allocation

L

L

L

L

M

H

H

H

H

Impact
on F/S

M

L

L

L

L

M

H

M

H

Fraud
Risk

R&O • Rights and Obligations

H

M

M

L

L

H

H

M

H

Business
Process
Charac 
teristics

H

M

L

L

M

M

H

H

H

Overall
Rating

P&D • Presentation and Disclosure

L

L

L

L

L

L

M

M

M

Entity 
wide
Factors

Risk Assessment Matrix 1. Risk identification and Analysis by Account and Disclosure

E

C
V/A
R&O

Significant Assertions3
P&D
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& Payable

H
H
H
H
H
H

Financial Statement Preparation

Accruals, Management Estimates, and Reserves

Goodwill and Other Intangibles
SEC Filings and Other Regulatory Disclosures

Cash Management

Investment Securities

& Compliance

Income Tax Provision

Taxes

4. This matrix is an excerpt of the complete matrix developed by the example company, addressing only certain of its accounts.

h

H

m

h

m

L

L
H

Incentive Compensation
& Equity Transaction

M
M

M

M

m

H

Payroll Management & Benefits

M

M

M

M

M

M

M

M

M

M

M

Compensation
and Related
Benefits

Employee Master File Maintenance

M
H

H

Purchasing to Payables

H

H

Invoicing

Credit Notes and Adjustments

A/P and Cash Disbursements

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

Stock Administration

Overall Rating

H

H

H

M

H

M

M

M

M

Shipments

M

M

M

M

M

H

H

H

Product Sales

Cash Receipts

Order Processing

M

M

H

Equity

Payroll & Employee Benefits

Purchasing

Revenue& Receivables

Treasury

M

M

H

Foreign CurrencyTranslation

M

M

Consolidations

M

M

H

H

M

Retained
Earnings

Period Close

M

Accounts
Payable

Non-Recurring Transactions

H

Business Sub-Process
General Ledger Maintenance

& Reporting

Business Process

Cash & Cash
Equivalents

GL Closing

Financial Statement Account

Risk Assessment Matrix 2. Risk Analysis Mapping Accounts to Business Processes4
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H

H

M
M

L
M

Purchasing to Payables

A/P and Cash Disbursements

Employee Master File Maintenance

Process Payroll

Incentive Compensation

Stock Administration & Equity

H

H

Consolidation

External Reporting

Disclosure

H

Manage GL and Closing

& F/S

H

Income Tax Provision and Compliance

Transaction

H

Revenue Recognition

H

Order Processing

H

H

Investment Securities

Credit and Collections

H

Overall
Rating

Cash Management

Business Processes
and Sub-Processes

Embedded

Treasury Management

UNIX

Proprietary

Financial Software

N/A

N/A

Spreadsheet

Word Processing

Windows

Windows

N/A

Spreadsheets

Financial

N/A

Windows
Proprietary

Financial Software

Database

N/A

Windows

Embedded

Income Tax Software

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

No
No

Yes

Yes

N/A

Windows PC Based

Embedded

Stock Option Software

No

Incentives

Network File Shares

N/A

Spreadsheet

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

N/A

N/A

No

Yes

Employee Benefits,

N/A

N/A

Outsourced

Time Sheets

Yes

Yes

N/A

N/A

N/A

Windows

N/A

Database

Proprietary

Outsourced

Financial Software

N/A

Windows

Proprietary

Financial Software

Yes

N/A

Spreadsheet

N/A

N/A

Financial Software

Database

N/A

N/A

N/A

Yes
Yes

N/A

N/A

No

No

Hosted by a
Third Party
Provider

No

No

Supported by
a Third Party

Spreadsheet

N/A

Critical
Spreadsheet
Name

None

Database

Windows

N/A

Windows

Operating
System

Spreadsheet

Software

Database

Application Name

Risk Assessment Matrix 3. Mapping Business Sub-Processes to Supporting IT Infrastructure
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grouped or incomplete financial

may result in incomplete financial

delete accounts or modify groupings.

account groupings, which may lead
to incorrect financial statement

appropriate financial statement presentation.

5. Italicized text refers to financial assertions described in the section Importance o f Financial Reporting Objectives in the Risk Assessment Chapter in Volume II.

presentation.

controller and Accounting Manager have access to add, change, or

add or delete accounts or modify

reflects management's decisions on roll-up for

accounts prior to the change being implemented. Only the

Personnel without proper authority

Rights and Obligations The chart of accounts

The CFO and controller approve all changes to the chart of

to ensure that there are no differences.

At the end of the month the Manager prints a listing of manual

journal entries from GL and compares it with the journal entry log

capture all relevant information, which

-

booked.

into the general ledger, or otherwise

statements.

entries, to ensure that all required journal entries have been

all of the appropriate transactions

accurately.

The Accounting Manager maintains a list of monthly recurring
journal entries, including adjusting, reversing, and consolidating

When preparing period ending closing

adjustments personnel do not record

Period-end closing

adjustments are recorded completely and

-

initialed upon approval by the Corporate controller.

may lead to incomplete or inaccurate

Existence and Completeness

journal entry log, which is a manually maintained document, and

proper accounting period, which

in the appropriate accounting period.

financial statements.

Manual journal entries with appropriate back-up are provided

to the Accounting Manager for review and are entered into the

Manual or automated journal entries
are not processed accurately in the

Routine transactions are

accurately processed (manually or automatically)

-

and previous accounting periods by the Accounting Manager and

the controller.

which may lead to inappropriately

accurately

Existence and Valuation

annually for consistency and comparability between the current

statements.

The chart of accounts and related account groupings are reviewed

changes to the chart of accounts,

5

chart of accounts are processed completely and

Entity-Wide Control

General Ledger Maintenance
Existence and Com pleteness - Changes to the
Personnel do not appropriately process

Risk

Preventive

Detective

Preventive

Preventive

Detective

Preventive/
Detective

Automated

Automated-

Manual

Manual

Manual

Manual/
Automated

Account Estimates, Adjusting Entries, and Closing Entries

Financial Statement Assertion

V.
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are changed every 3 months to prevent unauthorized access to

general ledger.

fictitious transactions and ultimately

for completeness and validity on a monthly basis as part of the

monthly journal entry review. He approves the journal entry log
and signs it to evidence the review.

in the general ledger, which may

lead to financial statements coating,

misleading, or misstated account

recorded in the appropriate accounting period.

individual posting the entry to resolve.

do not balance, leading to inaccurate

Directors. The controller and Accounting Manager consolidate

the listings. Reliance is placed on the CFO, CEO, and Directors
that the information they provide is complete. The Accounting
Manager performs a search in the AP and AR sub-ledgers to

may lead to inadequate or incomplete
recording or disclosure of related party

transactions.

accounted for, and disclosed as necessary in the

correct accounting period.

disclosure is appropriate.

reviews routine related party activity to ensure accounting and

or disclosure is appropriate. On a quarterly basis the controller also

the controller for use in determining whether recording an entry

determine transactions with such entities and provides the list to

A listing of related parties is provided by the CFO, CEO, and

Valuation and Completeness
Personnel do not adequately identify

Related party events

does not balance, generating an error message displayed for the

financial statements.

The accounting system will not process a journal entry if the entry

Personnel prepare and enter journal

entries into the general ledger which

transactions with related parties, which

-

- All journal entries must balance.

and transactions are identified, appropriately

Valuation

to incomplete financial statements.

events into the general ledger, leading

Personnel do not record nonrecurring

balances.

The controller reviews details of all nonrecurring transactions

Personnel record invalid transactions

events and transactions are valid and properly

Existence and Completeness

Non-recurring transactions
- All nonrecurring

financial statement misstatements.

General Ledger. The system is password protected and passwords

have access to the general ledger,

which may result in processing of

general ledger.

Rights and Obligations

activities that have occurred are reflected in the

Entity-Wide Control

Only the controller and Accounting Manager have access to the

Risk

Personnel without the proper authority

- Only transactions and

Financial Statement Assertion

V. Account Estimates, Adjusting Entries, and Closing Entries

Preventive

Preventive

Preventive

Preventive

Preventive/
Detective

Manual

Automated

Automated

Automated

Manual/
Automated
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statements.

issues identified are resolved.

invalid data shows up as a reconciling item.

leading to inaccurate financial

-

Foreign exchange gains and losses are

correctly accounted for.

Valuation

in misstated foreign denominated

valid.

exchange gains and losses are properly determined and written off,

statement.

controller as part of the reconciliation process.

sheet accounts. Amounts are reviewed and approved by the

and temporary gains and losses are properly retained in balance

balances at the end of the month, verifying that permanent foreign

The Accounting Manager translates foreign exchange trial

gains or losses in the income

Personnel may record inappropriate

reputable financial institution's website.

by the Accounting Manager from a reliable third party, i.e., a

account balances.

Month-end rates used to properly translate balances are obtained

end foreign currency rates, resulting

information in the general ledger.

by the Accounting Manager prior to close. Any suspended or

automated postings at period end,

ledger reconciliations on a monthly basis; exceptions are resolved

The controller reviews and approves all subledgers to general

reviews entries posted as part of the subledger reconciliations.

entries to the general ledger accounts.The Accounting Manager

The subledger automatically summarizes and posts appropriate

unreconciled differences have been resolved.

foreign currency trial balances or amounts are

a timely

invalid or other rejected or improper

whether the account

was reconciled within 15 days of month-end and whether all

in the department. This review considers

Foreign Currency Translations
Valuation - Exchange rates used to translate
Personnel use inaccurate month-

basis.

postings are analyzed and resolved on

invalid, or other rejected or improper automated

Existence of unresolved suspense,

misstated financial statements.

- Suspense,

accurately, and in the proper period.

Existence, Completeness and Valuation

inaccurate or incomplete, leading to

from subledger to GL are made completely,

Subledger to GL postings are

in inaccurate or incomplete financial

basis and in the appropriate accounting period;

Postings

accounting period.This may result

reviewed for all significant accounts on a timely

-

reconciliations in the appropriate

Reconciliations are properly performed and

Existence, Completeness and Valuation

Personnel do not perform

Existence, Completeness and Valuation

-

The controller reviews each month all reconciliations prepared

CFO or controller.

closing entries in prior periods may
result in misstated account balances.

Postings to closed periods are restricted by the accounting system.

The system will accept such postings only upon acceptance by the

Personnel make adjustments to closed

Period Close
Existence - Postings to prior periods are restricted.

Entity-Wide Control

accounting periods. Unauthorized

Risk

Financial Statement Assertion

V. Account Estimates, Adjusting Entries, and Closing Entries

Preventive

Preventive

Detective

Detective

Detective

Preventive

Preventive/
Detective

Manual

Manual

Manual

Automated

Manual

Automated

Manual/
Automated
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would likely detect unusual amounts in the overall review of the
statements

company's consolidation or include
inappropriate entities.

consolidation process.

in suspense in the recovered transactions screen, and prints out a

screen shot of the unposted journal log to ensure that there is no

in misstated financial statements.

Existence

-

Inclusion/exclusion of subsidiaries in

- Consolidation

entries are recorded completely and accurately.

Completeness and Valuation

the consolidation is appropriate.

inclusion/exclusion decision

subsidiaries financial information is not

consolidated balances are in accordance with U.S. GAAP. The review
focuses on elimination entries, considering, for example, whether

inter-company accounts are zero or include only balances due to

incomplete consolidating entries,
leading to incomplete or inaccurate

financial statements.

corrected as necessary by the Accounting Manager.

nonconsolidated companies. Discrepancies are researched and

The controller performs a review of the consolidation to verify all

Personnel book inaccurate or

included in the consolidation.

to be included or not included, the controller reevaluates the

identify subsidiaries and as such the

Personnel do not adequately

If there is a change in circumstances that would cause an entity

on exclusion/inclusion in the consolidation.

consolidation, or entities that should

consolidation is appropriate.
be included are not.

together with independent appraisers discuss and make decisions

Once an interest in a company is acquired, the controller and CFO

Personnel do not adequately identify

subsidiaries for inclusion in the

Inclusion/exclusion of subsidiaries in the

Completeness and Presentation and Disclosure

suspended/rejected data.

suspended/rejected data.The controller approves all resolutions of

The Accounting Manager confirms that there are no transactions

Personnel book unauthorized

consolidation entries, which may result

finance personnel.

-

appropriate.

Rights and Obligations

- Consolidation entries are

Manager accesses the reconciliations on a shared drive and

in consolidation in the appropriate accounting

resolves the issues. Access to the shared drive is restricted to

as evidence of approval. When open issues exist, the Accounting

balances, which are not eliminated in

consolidation.

identified, reconciled, and appropriately eliminated

period.

Manager, and the reconciliations are approved by the controller

inter-company transactions and

Personnel do not adequately identify

inter-company transactions and balances are

Inter-company accounts are reconciled by the Accounting

or otherwise do not accurately reflect

accurately reflect the underlying operations.
operations

general ledger.

subsidiaries are inaccurate, incomplete

Consolidation packages received from subsidiaries

- All

from the trial balance that is prepared directly from the division's

Consolidation packages received from

Completeness and Rights and Obligations

The financial statements submitted for consolidation are prepared

-

accounts. Management reviews the monthly financial package and

Existence, Rights and Obligations and Valuation

The accounting system automatically includes all subsidiaries in the

Personnel fail to identify all entities

which should be included in the

organizations are identified and considered in the

Entity-Wide Control

Consolidations
Completeness - All subsidiaries or other applicable

Risk

Financial Statement Assertion

V. Account Estimates, Adjusting Entries, and Closing Entries

Detective

Preventive

Preventive

Detective

Preventive

Preventive

Detective

Preventive/
Detective

Manual

Manual

Manual

Automated

Manual

Automated

Automated

Manual/
Automated
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All entries are consistent with

-

Interpretation of GAAP

conform with GAAP.

Presentation and Disclosure

information is footed.

Presentation and Disclosure

-

-

Financial statements

Financial statement

discrepancies are investigated and resolved in a timely manner.

resulting in incomplete financial

and following major upgrades. No other testing is performed.

would lead to inaccurate financial

included in the financial statements. Any questions are discussed

disclosure.

board of directors.

are verified and approved by the CFO, CEO, audit committee, and

correct information in the documents. The financial statements

during the drafting session and changes are made to reflect the

information, which, together with basic financial statements, is

inaccurate, incomplete, or lack proper

Financial statements might be

The Accounting Manager compiles other financial statement

has tested the accuracy of reports upon installation of the systems

reporting.

As the company use packaged software, the Accounting Manager

Financial statements not footed

contain computation errors which

statement information.

the reporting system to GL and the financial statements. Any

from the GL and other sources,

Information in the financial reporting system is imported from

the accounting system. The Accounting Manager reconciles

completely and accurately

Personnel and/or accounting systems
do not capture all relevant information

disclosures are included in the financial statements

Balances and

changes in accounting practices.

-

committee. Accounting policies are updated as needed based on

understanding of the company's

circumstances or expertise to interpret

conform with GAAP.

Presentation and Disclosure

and CFO, and critical accounting policies are approved by the audit

by personnel who lack sufficient

complex GAAP.

All accounting policies are approved by the Corporate controller

Accounting policies are developed

- Accounting policies are

with GAAP prior to approval.

complex accounting rules without
proper guidance from management.

documentation. The controller and CFO ensure these are in line

judgments on interpretations of

Unqualified personnel are making

misapplication of policies.

company policy, which may lead to

All decisions regarding policy changes are supported by

all divisions in a timely manner.

unaware of the company's accounting
policies resulting in deviations from

All accounting policies and policy changes are communicated to

Personnel do not understand or are

company's accounting policies.

appropriate to the company's circumstances, and

All Assertions

requirements is correct

All Assertions

established accounting policies

-

updated as necessary and approved by the controller and CFO.

business or the overall economic

company's business and operations

All Assertions

annually by the controller for changes in circumstances, and

environment in the context of the

Accounting policies for significant transactions are reviewed

impact of changes to the company's

Entity-Wide Control

to and kept current in response to changes in the

Risk

Financial Statement Preparation
All Assertions - Accounting policies are relevant
Management does not evaluate the

Financial Statement Assertion

V. Account Estimates, Adjusting Entries, and Closing Entries

Detective

Detective

Detective

Preventive

Preventive

Preventive

Detective

Preventive/
Detective

Manual

Automated

Automated

Manual

Manual

Manual

Manual

Manual/
Automated
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systems, is independently verified by the Accounting Manager,

every quarter reviews. The Accounting Manager

appropriate.

amounts, which may result in financial

The controller reviews all balance sheet reconciliations on

monthly basis prior to closing the books.The controller validates
that the accounting treatment is correct and items have been
recorded appropriately in the correct accounts and approves any

adjusting entries required.The controller signs the reconciliation as

evidence of this review.

Personnel make misinformed or
on accounting estimates or other

matters, which may result in misstated

obligations or other items in the
financial statements.

account balances requiring use of accounting

estimates and application of judgment are

identified and the appropriate accounting

treatment is specified.

Valuation and Completeness
otherwise inappropriate judgments

a

credit analysis to determine whether accrual calculations are

circumstances, or book inappropriate
statement misstatements.

information from relevant sources such as customer service or

The Accounting Manager monitors accruals quarterly and obtains

accrual for existing obligations or other

events, transactions, classes of transactions, and

- All nonrecurring

allowance accounts are recorded.

Accruals, Management Estimates, and Reserves
Personnel do not properly record an
Completeness - All accruals and adjustments to

Detective

Detective

In addition to the above processes managed at the entity level, the following accounts are primarily managed at the entity level and have therefore been included in this matrix.

evidence of this review.

controller reviews the checklist for completeness and signs as

reviews the checklist for evidence that it remains current. The

a standard form

A disclosure checklist is completed by Accounting Manager on

ensure completeness and accuracy.

the controller, and other department managers where relevant to

reflect events or conditions.

complete and accurate.

Manual

Manual

Manual

Detective

Information for footnotes, (e.g., commitments and contingencies)

which does not come directly from the G/L or supporting

Disclosure information is not captured

fully or accurately, or fails to properly

presented in the financial statement footnotes is

Manual/
Automated

Preventive/
Detective

Entity-Wide Control

Presentation and Disclosure -Information

Risk

Financial Statement Assertion

V. Account Estimates, Adjusting Entries, and Closing Entries
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Presentation and Disclosure

-

Restructuring

reasonableness and approves the applicable useful life.

impairment as economic conditions

amounts.

intangible assets at inappropriate

change, which may result in carrying

guidance. The CFO or the controller reviews the calculation for

or does not properly consider

represents the period for which the intangible

assets are expected to provide value.

assets based on research of comparable asset life and GAAP

Management uses an inappropriate
useful life in computing amortization,

Existence, Completeness and Valuation

The Accounting Manager determines the useful lives of the

charges and properly presented in the financial statements.

does not appropriately quantify the

amounts.

and related charges) are properly accounted for as restructuring

Appropriate costs (e.g., for severance, benefits, payroll taxes,

identify restructuring expenses, or

Management does not appropriately

-T h e amortization period for intangible assets

expenses are properly valued and classified.

to debt acquired.

strategies to deal with any risks related

result in a lack of risk management

acquired debt obligations. This may

and hedging any exchange risks. The CFO approves the strategy.

identity valuation risk related to

financial analysis of acquisition target.

properly valued.

independent public accounting firm.

using inaccurate data to perform

The CFO determines the method for handling any debt obligations

significant acquisitions, due-diligence review is performed by an

flawed.This may result in management

complete, and accurate.

Management does not properly

accuracy and completeness of data considered. Additionally, for

lacks basis or is misleading or otherwise

Valuation - Acquired debts and obligations are

Financial analysis is performed by third parties on the historical

accounting and financial results of companies acquired to ensure

Financial data for an acquired company

statements.

data used for evaluating future trends are relevant,

-

end balances to determine that they are appropriate.

Historical

Existence, Completeness and Valuation

and intangible assets in the financial

result in inaccurate values of goodwill

analysis and documentation. This may

is not supported by appropriate

Independent third-party valuation experts are utilized for material
acquisitions. The controller and CFO review the entries and period

are not detected by management, or

fair value of goodwill and intangibles

recorded at fair value at acquisition.

Accounting to ensure that all balances are recorded at fair value.

purchase accounting entries which

Acquisition accounting (although rare) is coordinated by Corporate

Entity-Wide Control

acquired goodwill and intangible assets are

Goodwill and Other Intangible Assets
Existence, Completeness and Valuation - All
Personnel record inappropriate

V. Account Estimates, Adjusting Entries, and Closing Entries

Preventive

Preventive

Preventive

Preventive

Preventive

Preventive/
Detective

Manual

Manual

Manual

Manual

Manual

Manual/
Automated
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flawed data or are otherwise incorrectly

the appropriate period.
calculated.

Amortization amounts are based on

Amortization of intangible assets is recorded in

Existence, Completeness and Valuation

part of his reconciliation review.

assets. The controller reviews the amortization and the balance as

expense based on the validated information on useful lives of the

The Accounting Manager calculates and records the amortization

being carried at improper amounts.

-

occurred. The controller and CFO approve any adjustments to the
financial statements.

considered, which may result in their

balances are carried remain valid.

The Accounting Manager tests goodwill for impairment on an
annual basis or when events suggest that a loss in value has

Impairments of goodwill or other

Entity-Wide Control

intangibles are not appropriately

- Amounts

Risk

at which goodwill and other intangible asset

Existence, Completeness and Valuation

Financial Statement Assertion

V. Account Estimates, Adjusting Entries, and Closing Entries

Detective

Detective

Preventive/
Detective

Manual

Manual

Manual/
Automated
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-

-

Prices used in recorded sales are

Occurrence Only valid orders are fulfilled.

accurate.

Valuation

Order Processing

Financial Statement Assertion

transactions.

including board approval for related party and high-risk

Authorization levels are clearly documented and communicated

Finance and legal departments review all significant sales
agreements.

Large, unusual or related party orders
are inappropriately accepted.

management.

Exception reporting procedures report orders that do not meet
established criteria.

prices or terms unacceptable to

sales contracts prior to execution.

Orders are accepted at unauthorized

management.

Documented and enforced procedures for review and approval of

Clear statement of criteria developed for sales terms.

Orders are accepted at unauthorized

prices or terms unacceptable to

Sales orders are pre-numbered and sequential order monitored.

etc.) are verified before an order is processed.

Duplicate sales orders are processed.

Invalid orders are taken and processed.

Key elements of the order (customer name, address, credit limits,

inaccurately calculate discounts,
incentives, etc.

Discounts, incentives, etc. are recalculated and/or confirmed before

shipment.

Staff or supporting systems

staff and customers.

An approved price list is maintained and communicated to sales

authorized management.

Periodic reviews of master price file information are performed by

order is processed.

Prices are verified to authorized price lists or standing data before

Process Level Control

- Revenue

Inaccurate prices are used.

Risk

VI. Process Level Matrix

Preventive

Preventive

Detective

Preventive

Preventive

Preventive

Preventive

Preventive

Preventive

Preventive

Preventive

Preventive/
Detective

Manual

Manual

Automated

Manual

Manual

Automated

Manual

Automated

Manual

Manual

Manual

Manual/
Automated
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Periodic review of customer lists for accuracy and completeness

including whether they continue to meet the criteria for

Customer list is inaccurate or
incomplete.

scheduled basis.

Responsibility for gathering the required data is assigned to specific
individuals.

Disclosure data is not identified by

each department.

3. Review of new accounting and regulatory pronouncements

2. Minutes of board of directors'meetings

Reference to prior-year financial statements

be made by:
1.

Early identification of each supplemental disclosure to

Disclosure data is not identified

accurately or timely.

entries.

Period-to-budget comparisons are made of amounts of recurring

each journal entry.

Validity checking and/or verification of key data fields are used for

journal entries are prepared.

A standard journal entry register helps to ensure that ail required

made, and who is responsible to do what.

prepare journal entries, cut-offs to be observed, accruals to be

Written closing procedures stating the sources to be used to

Preventive

Detective

Detective

Detective

Detective

Preventive

Manual

Manual

Manual

Automated

Automated

Manual

Manual

Detective

sales ledger balances to general ledger balances on a regularly

The company reconciles division ledger accounts receivable and

is captured and reported accurately and promptly.

Orders are not recorded properly.

Automated
Preventive

Automated

Manual

Manual

Manual

Manual

Manual/
Automated

Sales orders are pre-numbered and sequential order monitored.

orders.

Detective

procedure manuals and training routines.

established procedures

Policy and procedures are in place to log, track and monitor back

Preventive

The company has established order processing policy and

Order processing circumvents

Back orders are not fulfilled.

Preventive

Detective

Preventive

Preventive/
Detective

Written chart of accounts containing a description of each account.

Presentation and Disclosure - Relevant information

recorded.

Completeness - All valid orders are processed and

supervisory employee.

the customer list.

(continued).

acceptable customers.

Changes must be approved in writing by specified executive or

Unacceptable customers are added to

Occurrence - Only valid orders are fulfilled

Process Level Control

Risk

Financial Statement Assertion

VI. Process Level Matrix - Revenue
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Lack of segregation of duties, which

Rights and Obligations - Only valid orders are filled.

Backlog orders are not properly

-

Rights and Obligations - Recorded inventory

owned by the company.

is

Postings to cost of sales and inventory

- Sales are recorded in the

general ledger accounts are correct.

Valuation

proper period.

Existence, Completeness

processing dates and

shipment systems.

Inappropriate access to inventory or

Human error in coding or entry.

Independent review by management.

Access levels are pre-defined based on specific job responsibility.

Independent reconciliation of accounts.

Work orders are pre-numbered and the sequence is monitored.

frequent basis.

processed timely, due, for example, to

incomplete or missing work orders.

Shipment activities are reconciled to sales on a regular and

Check the completeness of registers and journals.

Deliveries data are not captured or

•

•

Accrue production as of activity dates rather than

Maintenance of logs are maintained at stocking locations, and

Inventory is incorrectly recorded.
used to:

Inventories are physically counted periodically and reconciled
to general ledger.

incorrectly recorded.

Unfulfilled orders are monitored on a regular basis.

Detective

Preventive

Detective

Preventive

Detective

Detective

Detective

Preventive

Manual

Automated

Manual

Manual

Detective

Manual

Manual

Manual

Automated
Preventive

Order input is restricted by the use of passwords.

Order is verified against customer request before shipment.

Manual

Automated

Manual/
Automated

Detective

Preventive

Preventive/
Detective

Independent review by management.

Access levels are pre-defined based on clear job responsibility.

Process Level Control

Shipment data is not completely or is

monitored.

Deliveries are recorded in the proper

period.

-

Completeness - All deliveries are recorded.

Existence

accurately recorded.
returned by the customer.

Incorrect items are included or
substituted in the order, which may be

Shipments
Valuation - Correct goods are shipped and

unauthorized personnel.

may result in inappropriate actions by

Risk

Financial Statement Assertion

VI. Process Level Matrix - Revenue
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- An allowance for doubtful accounts is

- Cash receipts are accurately recorded.

Existence - Recorded cash amounts exist

properly estimated.

Valuation

Valuation

Cash Receipts

Financial Statement Assertion

VI. Process Level Matrix - Revenue

The entity performs batching and reconciling input totals to
processing totals and new balances forwarded.

Supervisory or managerial personnel review periodic updates.

Cash receipts are not input for

processing.

Periodic updates for batch processing

statements and general ledger accounts.
Access levels are pre-defined based on specific job responsibility.

Inappropriate access to cash receipts

Detective
provided with the register receipt and total daily receipts per the

period in which they are received.

register are balanced to cash deposited to the bank.

Detective
Cash sales are recorded using a cash register. Customers are

Cash receipts are not recorded in the

Detective

Detective

Periodic internal audits ofcash are conducted.

management.

Customer open items reports are prepared and analyzed by

analyzed by management.

Cash is subject to theft

considered.

been appropriately identified and

Accounts receivable aging reports are prepared regularly and

Detective

theft and related records from manipulation.

they are deposited.
Doubtful accounts have not

Detective

Independent review by management.
Cash receipts are stored in a manner which protects the cash from

Inadequate segregation of duties.

Preventive

Detective

Detective

Preventive

Detective

Preventive

Preventive

Preventive/
Detective

Cash receipts are not protected before

and related records.

The entity has processes in place to regularly reconcile bank

Bank statements are inconsistent with

general ledger accounts.

are inappropriately executed.

on a regularly scheduled basis.

correct customer or invoice.

Reconciliation of division ledger accounts receivable and sales

Cash receipts do not relate to sales

ledger balances to general ledger balances or other control totals

procedures.

and/or are not recorded against the

Documented processing, cut-off, and period-end closing

improper period.

Correct recordings are confirmed by independent personnel.

Process Level Control

Cash receipts are recorded in the

incompletely recorded.

Cash receipts are inaccurately or

Risk

Manual

Manual

Manual

Manual

Manual

Manual

Automated

Manual

Manual

Automated

Manual

Manual

Manual

Manual/
Automated
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- Cash-related

accounts receivable balances are not
captured and recorded completely

receivable

Formulas used for calculating accounts

receivables entries are inaccurate.

period.

Valuation - Prices used in recorded sales are

accurate.

Inaccurate price lists are used.

Selling price is inaccurate.

Invoices are not recorded in the

appropriate period.

Existence - Invoices are recorded in the appropriate

Records of accounts receivable are

inadequate.

Existence - Cash and accounts receivable records

accurately reflect those items

and accurately

Transactions affecting cash and

Rights and Obligation - The company has

disclosure.

staff and customers.

An approved price list is maintained and communicated to sales

authorized management.

Periodic reviews of master prices file information are performed by

invoice is issued.

Prices are verified to authorized price lists or standing data before

Periodic reviews of formulae used for accruals, write-offs, etc.

including the raising and recording of the related invoices.

and consistent recording in the appropriate accounting period

period are scrutinized and/or reconciled to ensure complete

Goods shipped at, before, or after the end of an accounting

Analysis of key ratios, trends, and variances.

accruals with subsequent transactions.

Comparison of recorded amounts of reserves, liabilities, and

to whom they should be communicated.

Describe how the results of the review should be documented and

evaluation should be performed

Describe how, when and by whom the substantiation and

and evaluated

List the balances, reports, and activities that are to be substantiated

Policy statements, procedures manuals, and organization charts:

the data can be reported promptly and accurately.

accurately report data required for

Written statements of data-gathering procedures are in place so

instruction on how to promptly and

individuals.

Responsibility for gathering the required data is assigned to specific

Process Level Control

Personnel receive inadequate

each department.

Disclosure data is not identified by

Risk

ownership rights to recorded cash and accounts

Invoicing

statements

information is properly disclosed in the financial

Presentation and Disclosure

Financial Statement Assertion

VI. Process Level Matrix - Revenue

Preventive

Preventive

Preventive

Detective

Detective

Detective

Detective

Preventive

Preventive

Preventive

Preventive/
Detective

Manual

Manual

Manual

Manual

Manual

Manual

Manual

Manual

Manual

Manual

Manual/
Automated
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-

Prices used in recorded sales are

- A sales invoice is generated for

invoice is issued.

accounts receivable are incorrectly

ownership rights to cash and accounts receivable

-

Credits to accounts receivable are

accurately calculated and properly recorded.

Valuation

recorded

or inaccurately recorded.

accounts receivable.

recorded credit notes, write-offs, and other adjustments to

Management monitors the nature, volume and amount of

Management approves credit notes, bad-debt write-offs, and other

adjustments to accounts receivable.

accounts receivable are miscalculated

period.

complete and consistent recording in the appropriate accounting

accounting period are scrutinized and reconciled to ensure

Detective

Preventive

Detective

Manual

Manual

Manual

Manual

Periodic internal audits.

Goods returned by customers at, before, or after the end of an

Manual

Detective

Manual

Manual

Manual

Automated

Manual

Manual

Manual

Manual

Manual/
Automated

Preventive

Detective

Preventive

Detective

Preventive

Detective

Detective

Preventive

Detective

Preventive/
Detective

Rotation of bookkeepers among various ledgers.

Independent review by management.

individual

Responsibility for each account balance is assigned to a particular

Credit notes and adjustments to

recorded in the appropriate period.

Credit Notes and Adjustments
Goods returned by customers are not
Existence - Credit notes issued are properly

recorded or files improperly modified

Transactions affecting cash and

Invoices are not sent out properly.

Comparisons are made of actual results with budgets and analyses

Deliveries are made but not recorded.

of variances.

monitored.

missing.

Delivery slips or work orders are lost or

Bill of lading/delivery slips are pre-numbered and sequential order

billing complaints.

inaccurate bills are not investigated or
monitored.

Policies and procedures in place to handle and track customer

Customer complaints regarding

analyses of variances.

Comparisons are made of actual results with budgeted results and

Discounts, incentives, etc. are recalculated and/or confirmed before

Discounts, incentives, etc. are

analyses of variances.

Comparisons are made of actual results with budgeted results and

Process Level Control

calculated incorrectly.

Selling price is inaccurate.

Risk

Rights and Obligations -The company has

every shipment or completed work order.

Completeness

accurate (continued).

Valuation

Financial Statement Assertion

VI. Process Level Matrix - Revenue
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- All credit notes and proper
such as customers, goods, defects, inspections and assessment by

quality control. Return details per the log are compared to credit

recording in the accounts.

subsystem is balanced; identified errors are corrected promptly.

completely from the order entry

Completeness and Valuation
com plete and accurate.

-

Standing data are

unauthorized changes .

ensure that they were input accurately.

authorized source documents or confirmed with customers to

Recorded changes to customer master file data are compared to

accounted for.

prenumbered forms; the numerical sequence of such forms is

Requests to change customer master file data are submitted on

The process includes review by senior personnel.

The process for approving changes is documented and followed.

Access levels are pre-defined based on specific job responsibility.

Inappropriate access to customer
and price information leading to

Process for executing batch processing triggers a review of

standing data.

Periodic updates for batch processing

Independent review by management.

are improperly executed.

inaccurately inputted.

standing data to be incompletely and

Human error causes changes to

shipping applications; differences require management approval

system.

amounts
before invoices can be processed.

Data input to the invoicing system is compared to priced order and

shipment data per the separate, nonintegrated order entry and/or

Incorrect shipment or price data or
terms are input into the invoicing

Valuation - Invoices are generated for proper

subsystem to the invoicing subsystem.

Data transferred from the order entry subsystem to the invoicing

Order data is not transferred

every shipment or work order.

and in accordance with company policy.

notes issued to ensure that credit is issued in the correct period

All returned goods are logged when received.The log details items

Not all credit notes and adjustments

Process Level Control

are captured and processed for

Risk

Information Technology
Completeness - A sales invoice is generated for

adjustments to accounts receivable are recorded.

Completeness

Financial Statement Assertion

VI. Process Level Matrix - Revenue

Detective

Preventive

Preventive

Preventive

Detective

Detective

Preventive

Preventive

Preventive

Preventive/
Detective

Manual

Manual

Manual

Automated

Automated

Manual

Automated

Automated

Automated

Manual/
Automated

VII. Process Level Matrix - Payroll

1.1.1.2.7.2 Calculate and Record Payroll

Input

Activity

Output

1.1.1.2.7.2-

Time Recording

* Refer to Exhibit 4, Page 3, Volume III
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Narrative Supporting Payroll Documentation
• Record employee compensation data - Upon an employee's hiring, employee compensation

data is entered to payroll database and the outsource payroll processing system.The payroll

supervisor receives a Personnel Status Change report from HR from which she enters data

into the database using the "New Hire"function.The'New Hire'function requires specified
data for entering: employee number, name, address, gender, date of birth, marital status, start
date, status, cost center, office location, standard hours, salary, effective date, pay frequency,
tax exemption, state of employment, bank information, benefit deductions, permanent or

temporary employment status, additional benefits and 401K information.
• Calculation of gross pay - Calculation of gross pay is completed by the outsource payroll

provider. For calculation of overtime, the controller generates a report from the payroll

database. The file is emailed to payroll supervisor, reformatted and sent to the payroll
provider for upload and calculation of gross pay. Bi-weekly and annual reconciliations of
overtime hours and overtime paid is performed by the controller.
• Calculate withholdings, other deductions - All withholdings and other deductions are

calculated by the outsource payroll provider.
• Calculate net pay - Calculation of net pay is performed by outsource payroll provider.
• Remit deductions to appropriate agencies - Payroll taxes are calculated, deducted and

remitted by outsource payroll provider. The payroll supervisor is involved only when a
new location needs to be added. The payroll supervisor contacts the state to issue a state
remittance number, which the payroll supervisor forwards to outsource payroll provider.

Any changes in contributions rates for states are handled by the outsource payroll provider,

which notifies the payroll supervisor by fax if additional funds are needed to remit. Taxes are

withdrawn from the payroll account.
• Disburse pay - Disbursement of pay is handled by outsource payroll provider. Prior to the

transfer of funds, a wire confirmation is faxed to Payroll for the total amount of pay. Request
for approval is sent to Treasury for authorization to transfer funds. After approval the funds

are electronically transferred from company's bank account to outsource payroll provider
for disbursal. After the funds are withdrawn, a "Notice of Withdrawal" is sent to the payroll

supervisor for comparison with bi-weekly payroll information. The approval of transfer is

sent back to the payroll supervisor for filing with bi-weekly payroll information. At this time
a journal entry to record the disbursement is prepared, reviewed by the controller, and
booked.

Access to the payroll function and data is restricted to authorized personnel and adequate
segregated duties exist between incompatible duties. This requires user access privileges that are

authorized and granted by the business process owner having administrative rights and established
security rights. Systems interacting with the Human Resource system are only those providing

input required by the company's outsourcer.
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Risk

General Computer Control

•

•

•

•

Consideration of security requirements
Consideration of data conversion requirements, including

•

•

Implementation requirements, including back-out plans
Post implementation reviews

•

•

coming 12-18 months

User-configurable options do not

No other development is performed.

application

significantly alter the functioning of the

Testing

interfaces

Risk assessment

Consideration of application controls

•

Senior management approval

•

•

packaged applications, which includes:

Management uses a process for selecting and deploying new pre-

•

year. Such changes are possible in the

modifications completed in the current

financial application with no significant

Has implemented a pre-packaged

environment

Makes few changes to existing IT

The company:

Systems Development

Less Complex Information Technology Environment

Information Technology Area

VIII. Information Technology Controls

Preventive

Preventive/
Detective

Manual

Manual/
Automated
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Risk

General Computer Control

Change Management
changes are initiated, approved and tracked.

and databases, adversely affecting the

the change is made with the required approvals.

requests. Supporting documentation for the change is filed after

performed by the System Manager to resolve emergency change

A series of notification, evaluation and documentation steps is

complexity and nature of the change.

system patches. The level of detailed testing is dependent on the

production or contracts with a third party to test application and

testing prior to release of packaged software updates into

Management employs a patch management process that includes

the change is made with the required approvals.

requests. Supporting documentation for the change is filed after

performed by the System Manager to resolve emergency change

A series of notification, evaluation and documentation steps is

production environments is maintained and periodically reviewed.

constraints, partitioning of the server into development, test and

where possible. If not possible due to the small IT environment

Separate development, test and production environments exist

made the change.

responsible for moving a change into production and the staff that

production. There is segregation of duties between the staff

Only authorized individuals are permitted to move changes into

Changes are tested and approved prior to release into production.

performed in a segregated environment.

Detailed back-out plans exist for changes that cannot be

the change to critical financial systems.

The level of detailed testing depends on the complexity and risk of

changes are tested and approved prior to release into production.

critical information technology support infrastructure, all significant

For significant software vendor upgrades or changes related to

that require documentation and changes that do not. Significant

reliability of financial reporting.

Change management policies and procedures define the changes

Incorrect changes are made to
systems, applications, infrastructure

Less Complex Information Technology Environment

Information Technology Area

VIII. Information Technology Controls

Preventive

Preventive

Preventive

Preventive

Preventive

Preventive

Preventive

Preventive

Preventive/
Detective

Manual

Manual

Manual

Manual

Manual

Manual

Manual

Manual

Manual/
Automated
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Risk

General Computer Control

Security and Access - Logical

reporting.

affecting the reliability of financial

responsibility for information technology security

to maintain current anti-virus definitions.

financial reporting systems and subsystems. Processes are in place

Anti-virus software is used protect the integrity and security of

and systems.

critical financial data and configuration settings for the application

A process is in place to periodically review who has access to

process the application supports.

Preventive

Detective

Preventive

Preventive

User and administrative accounts are not shared between users

Preventive

Preventive

Preventive

Preventive/
Detective

Administrators of the application are independent of the business

management.

is assigned

Privileged access to system and applications is limited.There

employees, temporary workers, vendors, and contractors.

Users include any persons attempting to access a system such as

establish, issue, suspend, change and delete user accounts actions.

User account set-up and maintenance procedures address request,

controls for network access.

standards rely on active directory authentication and restrictive

Systems or applications that do not meet the minimum password

events.

Logging and investigation of unauthorized password

Minimum length of passwords and

•

•

Restricted number of sign on attempts

Automatic password changes

•

•

Logical access controls are applied per the company's information

security policy. These include:

Improper use, disclosure, modification,
or loss of critical financial data adversely

Less Complex Information Technology Environment

Information Technology Area

VIII. Information Technology Controls

Manual

Manual

Manual

Manual

Manual

Manual

Automated

Manual/
Automated
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Risk

General Computer Control

Computer Operations - Third-Party Vendor
Management

Computer Operations - Data Backup

center.

equipment may comprise the entirety of the data

companies, network servers and communication

This section refers to data centers. In some smaller

Security and Access - Physical
authorization process.

Access to computer rooms, telephony, network, power supply

affecting the reliability of financial
reporting.

Detective

noted in the report are addressed by management.

information technology computer controls. All client considerations

to identify any deficiencies noted regarding the third party's

reports occurs

An annual review of third-party SAS 70Type

II

Preventive

Preventive

Detective

Preventive

Preventive

Preventive

Preventive/
Detective

An individual is assigned to manage the third-party relationship.

prior to being signed.

processes, or reported to the company.

Third party contracts are reviewed and approved by management

party adversely affect data captured,

media stored offsite.

effectiveness of the restoration process and the quality of backup

Procedures exist and are followed to periodically test the

Data is routinely backed-up and stored in a secure offsite location.

Data center access is reviewed periodically.

access violations are escalated and resolved in a timely manner.

to the IT facilities. Access logs are reviewed by IT management and

vendors are escorted by IT personnel and must log in prior to entry

Access to computer rooms are documented and logged and

automated card access system or manual lock.

Inappropriate operations by a third

the reliability of financial reporting.

is not recoverable, adversely affecting

Lost or corrupted critical financial data

and sensitive IT documentation is granted and revoked by an

cabinets and sensitive IT documentation are controlled with an

Access to computer rooms, telephony, network, power supplies

Improper use, disclosure, modification,
or loss of critical financial data adversely

Less Complex Information Technology Environment

Information Technology Area

VIII. Information Technology Controls

Manual

Manual

Manual

Manual

Manual

Manual

Manual

Manual

Manual

Manual/
Automated
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Risk

General Computer Control

Application Controls

as intended.

ineffectively designed or not operating

Procedures in application programs
to help ensure completeness and
accuracy of transaction processing are

Manual

Manual

Manual

Detective

Preventive

Detective
Detective

Output data is balanced or reconciled to source documents,
and there is adequate segregation of duties for the balancing/
reconciliation process.
Methods for balancing and correcting errors in output are
understood by personnel performing those duties.

Output is reviewed for general acceptability and completeness,
including any control totals.
Error reports and/or logs contain information such as a description
of problems/errors, date identified, and corrective action taken.
These reports and/or logs are reviewed on a timely basis by

Preventive

For applications"run"on a regular schedule, documented

Preventive

Preventive

Detective

Procedures are in place to control the processing of correct
generation/cycle files, including the generation of back-up files
from processing to be used for disaster recovery.
Processing edits are used.These are similar to input edits but are
applied to data during processing.

Audit trails are generated during processing. These include logs or
reports that contain information about transactions, including who
initiated each transaction, the date and time of the transaction, and
the location of transaction origination (e.g., IP address).

procedures describe how this is to be performed, including related
controls.

Preventive

The processing of data through the application is documented,
for example, by narratives on how the application processes data,
flowcharts, or explanations of system or error messages.

appropriate personnel.

Manual

Preventive

An authorized person approves input documents. The
authorization levels of assigned approvers are reviewed to
determine whether they continue to be appropriate.

Manual

Automated

Automated

Manual

Manual

Manual

Manual

Automated

Manual

Manual/
Automated

Detective

Preventive

Detective

Preventive/
Detective

Input data is reconciled to source documents through the use of
record counts, batching techniques, control totals, or some other
type of logging.

Input edits are embedded in application programs to check for
invalid field lengths, invalid characters, missing or erroneous data,
and incorrect dates.

Procedures are in place to review any data manually entered into
the application.These procedures include identifying, correcting,
and reprocessing rejected data.

Less Complex Information Technology Environment

Information Technology Area

VIII. Information Technology Controls
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Risk

General Computer Control

•

•

•

•

changes and code into production

Deploys pre-packaged applications,

specific processing needs,

adapt the software to the company's

Customizes pre-packaged software to

developed software

Develops source code for critical in house

and systems

Changes existing applications, databases

The company:

Systems Development and Change Management
changes are initiated, approved and tracked.

and databases, adversely affecting the

complexity and nature of the change.

system patches. The level of detailed testing is dependent on the

production or contracts with a third party to test application and

testing prior to release of packaged software updates into

Management employs a patch management process that includes

the change is made with the required approvals.

requests. Supporting documentation for the change is filed after

performed by the system manager to resolve emergency change

A series of notification, evaluation and documentation steps is

by management.

production environments is maintained and periodically reviewed

constraints, partitioning of the server into development, test and

where possible. If not possible due to the small IT environment

Segregating development, test and production environments exist

staff that made the change.

the staff responsible for moving a change into production and the

production. Where practical, there is segregation of duties between

Only authorized individuals are permitted to move changes into

Changes are tested and approved prior to release into production.

performed in a segregated, controlled environment.

Detailed back-out plans exist for changes that cannot be

the change to critical financial systems.

The level of detailed testing depends on the complexity and risk of

changes are tested and approved prior to release into production.

critical information technology support infrastructure, all significant

For significant software vendor upgrades or changes related to

source code.

Version control systems are used to manage access and updates to

that require documentation and changes that do not. Significant

systems, applications, infrastructure

reliability of financial reporting.

Change management policies and procedures define the changes

Incorrect changes are made to

More Complex Information Technology Environment

Information Technology Area

VIII. Information Technology Controls

Preventive

Preventive

Preventive

Preventive

Preventive

Preventive

Preventive

Preventive

Preventive/
Detective

Manual

Manual

Manual

Manual

Manual

Manual

Manual

Manual

Manual/
Automated
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Risk

General Computer Control

Com puter Operations - Problem Management

Security and Access - Logical

performed periodically to assure compliance to security

configuration and patching standards.

adversely affecting the reliability of
financial reporting.

problems with IT processes are recorded, analyzed and resolved in
a timely manner.

reliability of financial reporting

corrective action taken, and date and time of correction.

encountered, dates identified, any codes associated with errors,

during processing. Information includes descriptions of errors

Processing logs document errors or problems encountered

Processing logs are reviewed for unusual or unauthorized activity.

response and investigation of unauthorized activities.

A security incident response process exists to support timely

IT personnel receive reports on which they can determine that

Inappropriate activities or processing
errors alter data, impacting on

and alerts are actively monitored and addressed.

Intrusion detection is installed and maintained on critical systems

the IT manager.
Vulnerability assessments and follow-up remediation are

Improper use, disclosure, modification,
or loss of critical financial data,

Firewall documentation exists and documents current in-bound
and out-bound rules. Firewall configuration rules are approved by

transaction processing or security

weak.

place.

e-commerce as a critical part of their
controls at the application level are

Network connectivity is configured to restrict unauthorized access
to all network systems. Hardware and software firewalls are in

The organization relies heavily on

More Complex Information Technology Environment

Information Technology Area

VIII. Information Technology Controls

Manual
Manual

Detective

Manual

Manual

Automated

Manual

Automated

Automated

Manual/
Automated

Detective

Detective

Detective

Detective

Detective

Preventive

Preventive

Preventive/
Detective
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Risk

General Computer Control

End User Com puting

spreadsheet, making changes, testing the spreadsheet and

obtaining formal sign-off from an independent individual that

reliability of financial reporting.

a

the review is formally documented.

Spreadsheet logic is reviewed by someone other than the user and

locked as "read only."

Historical files no longer available for update are segregated and

reporting.

that complete and accurate information is available for financial

A process is in place to back up spreadsheets on a regular basis so

maintenance.

including requirements specification, design, building, testing, and

more critical and complex spreadsheets, covering standard phases

spreadsheet. A standard software development lifecycle is used for

as evidence of the business objective and specific functions of the

Spreadsheet documentation is maintained and kept up-to-date

inadvertent or intentional changes to standing data.

Spreadsheet cells are locked or protected to help prevent

systematically.

and accuracy of data input, which is done either manually or

Reconciliations are performed to evaluate the completeness

are password protected to restrict access.

central server and appropriate rights are assigned. Spreadsheets

Limited access is granted at the file level to spreadsheets on

ensure only current and approved spreadsheets are used.

Specified naming conventions and directory structures are used to

changes are functioning as intended.

A change control process exists for requesting changes to a

Inaccuracies in end user systems
(spreadsheets) alters data affecting the

More Complex Information Technology Environment

Information Technology Area

VIII. Information Technology Controls

Preventive

Preventive

Preventive

Detective

Preventive

Preventive

Preventive

Preventive/
Detective

Automated

Manual

Automated

Manual

Manual

Manual

Manual

Manual/
Automated

COMMITTEE OF SPONSORING ORGANIZATIONS OF THE TREADWAY COMMISSION
COSO is a voluntary private sector organization dedicated to improving the quality of financial
reporting through business ethics, effective internal controls, and corporate governance.

www.coso.org
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